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Become a Dependent Collecting Point 

For Iberia Bioenergy America Corp. 
 

What does it mean? 

Your company will collect or produce waste or residues as it has been doing until now, but these 
will be considered sustainable under the ISCC EU Sustainability Scheme and the Italian National 
Scheme, adding value to your materials.  

What does your Company have to do? 

The same thing that you have been doing until now: collecting and/or producing waste and/or 
residues. 

Follow the procedures and instructions of Iberia Bioenergy America Corp. regarding the 
document management of your activity in relation to the materials that Iberia Bioenergy 
America Corp. buys from your company. 

With the collaboration of Iberia Bioenergy America Corp., your company will be audited by a 
Certification Body to verify that the standards of the Sustainability Schemes are met.  

What do we offer to your company? 

Iberia Bioenergy America Corp. will bear the expenses related to the external audit process 
carried out by the Certification Bodies. 

With your collaboration our Sustainability Department will be in charge of implementing the 
necessary procedures to ensure that the waste and residues collected or produced by your 
company are considered sustainable. 

All sensitive information that Iberia Bioenergy America Corp. might obtain from your company 
while acting as a Dependent Collecting Point will be kept confidential. 

What do those Sustainability Schemes stand for? 

The main objective of sustainability schemes is to ensure the traceability of materials from their 
origin throughout the chain of custody. 

It is necessary to carry out a rigorous documentary control of the materials and their 
characteristics from their origination or collection to their sale. 

What benefits does your Company get? 

Certifying your materials as sustainable opens the door to new markets through Iberia Bioenergy 
America Corp. There is a great demand for certified materials worldwide that your company will 
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be able to meet. Sustainable materials meet the requirements and regulations that ensure the 
protection of the environment that we are all looking forward to. 

What obligations will your company have with respect to Iberia 
Bioenergy America Corp.?  

Your company will carry out its activity on a regular basis, as it has been doing until now. There 
is no exclusive commercial relationship with Iberia Bioenergy America Corp. 

The only obligation of your company is to comply with the necessary requirements to guarantee 
that the materials that Iberia Bioenergy America Corp. acquires are certified as sustainable.  

 

Expand your market options:  

 

 

 

 

 

sell sustainable and non-sustainable materials 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You choose how to sell your materials! 

Collection or 
Generation of 
the Materials 

Apply the 
Sustainability 

Scheme 
Protocols 

Sell the Sustainable 
materials to Iberia 

Bioenergy America Corp. 

Sign a Cooperation 
Contract with Iberia 

Bioenergy America Corp. 

Implementation of the 
protocols in compliance with 
the Sustainability Schemes 

Pass your audit with 
success! 

Collection or 
Generation of 
the Materials 

No application 
of Sustainability 

Protocols 

Sell the non-sustainable 
material to other clients 
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